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ALEXANDER COMERCI

Odd Days

My currently
of a month
and odd days
walks with blue light
past midnight mass.
In a prison of the faithful
it's not yet October
and Latin
bleeds through his hoodie.
My hopefully
of addiction
and neurons
leaves questions like bitters
lingering in atmosphere.
His obsession
is a placebo
a purpose
and it's never been working.
My me
of royalty
and smoky winters
wonders at his fate
disregards it
as something for him
to ignore.
He shivers
and silently takes the hill
while I
find god
at the end of September.

LILY ALIG

7

Legs

If you're bowlegged like me
and you really want to change that
but you can't afford surgery
or are afraid of scalpels,
you could try pressing your
palms against the outsides of your calves
forever and maybe
it's possible that they would straighten out,
but if you don't want to do that
because you get clammy hands
or you like to use your hands for other things,
then you could try yelling at
your parents for not
taking the proper measures to
assure straight legs
and maybe your grandparents too
and God.

8

JULIET BELLIN WARREN

Ghost

'somethingyou can't feel, but see
'something you can't see, but feel
when i say ghost,
i mean i still remember
exactly what color of autumn
you are. it has been years since
i've seen a tree lose anything,
but i am certain that we were
the quietest forest
fire imaginable.

KATHERINE CONNOLLY
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If This Menace Were Removed

i. SI leep-killing dogs, it is said, are the principal cause of the marked
decrease in the numbers of sheep on American farms.
but have you heard of the dog-killing sheep? they're just
as rampant but not quite as notorious, i heard that once
billy caught one out back, nose deep in an irish setter,
but those kind of sheep would kill you as soon as
look at you, and that's exacdy what happened.
2. In the years between 1900 and 1910, the number of sheep in the
country decreased 3,000,000 head. During these same years, the market value of
sheep rose so rapidly that the total value of sheep in this area was
$19,000,000 or approximately 25 per cent more in 1910 than in 1900.
so if we go back 100 years from that time you said,
ill be there in 10 as though you actually would, you
can see not much has changed people threw numbers
around as though they mattered, as though they understood,
as though they were paper planes,and they were always missing
the point until—you see that* engineering at its finest
3- The number of sheep killed ann
by dogs cannot be stated exactly si1 nee
there are many cases which are not reported at all.
in other words, a man huddled over
a soft and djdng thing, sighing into a wind wondering
what the point of newspapers was anyway and then also //
cold blooded killer dogs in leather jackets snapping down alleyways
buying vinyl of their favorite band called "Killing for Sport,"
sharing a beer and laughing into the wind like none of it
even mattered at all.

a 1 per cent loss on
a business that is being conducted on a profit basis of 5 or 6 per cent cannot be
ignored.
12

KATHERINE CONNOLLY

so, if we compare the economic climate of that may to this may we may
find ourselves at a loss for both words and time.
unless you consider hastily written letters words
and very momentary hugs significant, in which case
we had a lot of words, and time, and probably
several other things we didn't think to consider or name.
5. Anyone who has actually seen sheep killed, injured, or frightened by dogs is
likely to think twice before engaging in the business. In many cases, while only 1
or 3 sheep may be actually bitten by the dogs, the whole flock is chased until it dies
from exhaustion.
in other words, a man getting up, blood on his hands,
wind whispering through the crevices of wool at his feet
the soft and dying thing has its mouth open and its eyes are still
looking for something, damn, he thinks, really makes you
reconsider a careerin killing sheep and then also //
the cold blooded killer dogs are blasting along on their
motorcycles, they're not going to or from anything
in particular, they're just going, it just happens that
some sheep get in the way.
6. Dogs, however, are very seldom caught in the act of killingsheep. It is always
difficult to determine their owners.
this is supposed to be a beast of a thing, yes.
it was a beast of a thing at the time.
7. Any dog found without this tag, unattended on a farm where sheep are
kept, may be killed whether it has the tag or not, and under any circumstances a
dog caught chasing or killing sheep may be killed All dogs which can be proved
to be sheep killers must be killed whether caught in the act or not
he raises a hatchet the cold blooded killer dogs yelp in fear.
we didn't actually kill anyone! they protest true,
the farmer admits, but you might have one day.
he swings and it feelsgood, but he can't help
noticing how the blood on his hands now
feels absolutely no different than the blood that came before.

KATHERINE CONNOLLY
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8. The money received from dog taxes should be devoted to reimbursing sheep
owners for their lost stock and the county should in turn recover this money
whenever possible from the dogs owners.
after you left, it became difficult to distinguish one thing
from another, roses were scabs on my shoulder blades.
dead goldfish were orange peels.
9. It is not always necessary to fence the entire pasture, for dogs usually
attack sheepat night only.
yeah, i mean, alternatively, we could build fences, there's always that.

14

KATHERINE CONNOLLY

Dark Stranger

The family behind the wife and husband were too happy. The wife
suspected that they were the type of family that flaunted their hap
piness, like others flaunted wealth. She looked at her husband. Her
husband was looking at something else. He hated blood; she knew
that. But she mentally validated his accompanying her today.
Giving blood is a good thing to do.
It was something they could do together.
It would make her happy.
He could put up with some pain for once.
The line did not move quickly. The woman in front of the wife and
the husband had given up on small talk. After three different attempts
("How are you two doing today?" followed by, "Imagine all the people
we'll be helping!" and then, "Where are you two from, anyway?") she
had frowned and turned away. She told herself that it was them, not
her. As the line inched along, the wife played a game in her head. She
counted the days it had been since her husband had looked at her. Not
today. Not yesterday. Maybe the day before that, but she hadn't really
been able to tell. It was not a fun game. But she played anyway.
They had been married for seven years. The first three were hap
py. The ceremony had been held at a church, the honeymoon on a
beach. People were generally impressed with her husband. He was
quite handsome, in a dark, strange way. They used to try for children,
almost every night. That had been a fun game. But they lost every
time. And soon they stopped playing at all. They had contemplated
getting a dog. They settled for a cat. It ran away.
"Mrs. Reddle?" The volunteer had a large nose and small eyes.
His baggy, red shirt advertised a white circle that surrounded a red
cross. It fit him remarkably well. It was possible that he was wear
ing makeup. He was not handsome, but the wife applauded his effort
to convince her otherwise. The woman in front of them—who was
apparently also a wife—reached for a cane and hobbled towards the
volunteer. He smiled and opened the door for her. They disappeared
behind it. When she returned, the wife thought, there would be one
CHARLOTTE DREYER
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pint less of her.
The wife watched the children who sat some feet away from their
parents (whose feet were aching). The children were sitting in a circle,
playing a game. They were chanting and hitting each other's hands.
I hey were laughing, except for the children who were not. They sat
just outside of the circle, pouting. The wife wanted to tell them to
start their own game, a different game. But kids aren't supposed to
talk to strangers. At least, she would never let her kids talk to strang
ers. She looked at her husband. Her husband was looking at some
thing else.
It was a long time before Mrs. Reddle came out again. She looked
the same. She made a point of not acknowledging the husband and
wife as she walked towards the exit. The wife wondered if Mrs. Red
dle had kids. 7 he wife bid her a silent farewell.
Mr. and Mrs. Dougal?" Her husband looked at the volunteer. He
stood, so she stood. They walked through the doorway, down a hall
way, into a bland room with one chair.
It s all yours, her husband said, gesturing to the chair.
Thanks, she said. He didnt say anything. The volunteer closed
the door behind him and smiled cheerfiilly at the couple.
Hey, folks, he drawled. "I just want to thank you for coming
°,Ut
S001^0"6'5 Nfe will be changed because of y'all. Remember
that. The wifes smile was brief, an obligation.
"Now," the volunteer said. "I'm gonna need to prick y'all fingers
real quick. Just gotta screen the blood, make sure it's all right and nice
Just like y'all." The wife looked at her husband. He was looking at the
volunteer.
You re taking blood from our arms and our fingers, now?" His
eyes were wide. The wife wanted to protect him from his fear. She
wanted to say something to make him feel safe. She wanted to reach
over and rub his back. But she was also enjoying his weakness. She felt
powerful, in control. She could have eased his pain, she could have
granted him relief. But she didn't.
[[It'll be over real quick," the volunteer said.
Fine " her husband said. The volunteer took a sample of blood
from each of them. The wife watched her husband cringe and squirm.
She was stone. He told them he'd be back "real quick." A different vol16

CHARLOTTE DREYER

unteer came in. She was beautiful. The wife watched her husband to
see if he noticed. He didn't seem to. But the wife told herself that
probably everyone noticed. It couldn't be helped. The beautiful vol
unteer wrapped each of their biceps with blue tape, very tightly. The
volunteer asked if they had any children. The wife decided to play a
game.
"Two boys and one girl," she said.
"Well, aren't you just the luckiest!" the volunteer said. She laughed,
beautifully. The wife watched her husband roll his eyes. But he didn't
say anything.
"John turned eight last week," the wife said. "And Mason is captain
of his lacrosse team. Lucy is learning to read." The volunteer smiled.
Beautifully.
"What a nice little family you've got," she said. The wife's smile
was brief. The wife often played this game of pretend. At the super
market, at work, sometimes when she was by herself. She imagined
she would have played pretend with her children, too. With boys it
would have been games of pirates and astronauts. If she had had girls,
they would have been princesses and movie stars. But she had neither
girls nor boys, so she played pretend at having both. She imagined she
would have played other games with her children. She'd have taught
them Scrabble, maybe poker when they were old enough. The beau
tiful volunteer left. The wife wondered how much silence weighed.
The first volunteer returned. He wasn't smiling anymore.
"Mr. and Mrs. Dougal," he said.
"Yes," the wife said.
"Ma'am, I'm afraid I'm going to have to ask you to step outside for
a moment." The drawl was gone.
"Why's that?" the wife said.
"Well," the volunteer said. He looked down at his shoes.
"Well, what? What is it?" the wife said.
"Ma'am. Please. It'll just be a moment." The wife looked at her
husband. Worry gagged her like gasoline. Her husband was looking at
his hands. He was not wearing his wedding ring. She left, closing the
door behind her. She sagged against the wall, the way her skin would
sag off her bones one day. She counted seconds, pretending they were
hours, and then days, and then years. She grew gray against the wall.

CHARLOTTE DREYER
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•

She imagined herself wrinkled, hunched towards the ground like her
body was anticipating its final resting place. Til death do us part. The
volunteer reemerged. He smiled awkwardly at the wife. If she was in
terested, the volunteer told her, she could still get her blood drawn.
She entered the room. Her husband had taken the chair. She looked at
him. He was shaking. He seemed to have grown gray too.
"Well?' she said. "David?" The wife looked at her husband. He
looked at something, anything, else.

Winter

r>/
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ALEXANDER COMERCI

if planes were made of spiders

if a plane were made of spiders you wouldn't know their names
if you stood next to a spider on the elevator and the elevator were made
of spiders you wouldn't know that spider had two kids and filed bank
ruptcy in 2003
if a spider stood with you in the shower made of plastic and the water
were actually tar and blood you and the spider would both be scared but
you wouldn't see the spider
if trees were made of spiders we wouldn't go outside but if spiders were
trees we wouldn't have been able to build highways
spiders that are larger can make you make more noise but small spiders
can crawl in your mouth while you sleep
if your clothes were made of spiders and the spiders were small you
would have better clothes than if the spiders were big but small spiders
aren't always seen as spiders mostly just bugs
if all bugs were spiders we wouldn't have our blood drawn or hit things
in the air with our cars after rainstorms
but spiders eat bugs so then spiders would eat spiders too much
but spiders don't eat spiders like spiders eat bugs like spiders eat me
spiders eat me
ha
if 1 were made of spiders 1 wonder how I'd be

SAMUEL GARRETT
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Bus Route

Headlights wink at the sky,
as taxis swim along streets.
Hissing tires gossip with concrete
in hasty whispers and shallow gasps.
The city asks to borrow breath.
I trace your name into ghosts
pressed up against the glass.
It lingers only slightly longer
than the ghost your hand left
as you cradled my spine.

MORGAN HARDEN
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On Your Drive to Dexter St.

You Remember...
•

Grandpa Victor telling you that possibilities are like Poland.

•

That he said this because just like the realm of possibility has
borders that shrink with age and military might, he'd lived to see
Poland become a broken wishbone of a nation.

I hat for his post-war therapy he could take up basket weaving or
acting.
'
•

The wicker baskets that hung from his shelves and the acting tro
phies that didn't.
That as a lazing child you envied him for being an invalid, believ
ing his inability to work was a freedom from it.

•

That he always quoted what Joe Louis said when asked if he could
take Muhammad Ali in his prime: "If 1 catch 'im, he go down."

•

That for him, the highest point of Polish heroism was blaring
Chopin from the radio towers till the Nazis came. That he said
this was all any of us could have done.
That your greatest fear then wasn't the death of your body, soul,
or memory, but that when you grew old, someone would parti
tion your possibilities.

You Don't Remember...
That the gray-haired lady you met today wouldn't give you back
your car keys to let you leave this strange house.

22

DANIEL HOJNACKI

That she wouldn't let you get back home to your parents even
when you begged her and told her you'd pay her all you could.
That neither you nor your parents have lived on 1667 Dexter St.
for the last four decades.
That you couldn't tell why her eyes teared up when all you did
was ask for her name.
That she wouldn't stop crying and shouting at you until you pre
tended to swallow the green tablet she gave you with your tea.
How you took back your keys from the wicker basket the woman
kept them in.
That you could take them because she had fallen asleep in her
rocking chair watching a movie you thought you'd seen before,
something about Welsh coal miners with a question for a title.
How in the dark of her room you could make out a glinting light
on her ring finger and wondered where her husband was.
That as you walked out the front door, you saw a crudely scrawled
note taped to the inside of it that read THIS IS HOME."
The thought that this should be obvious enough to whoever lived
there.
You Think About...
•

The buzzing piece of plastic in your coat pocket emitting a digital
rendition of Chopin's military polonaise.

•

The fact that "polonaise" is the French word for "Polish" and so
it only has the slightest link to anything you could mistake for
home.

DANIEL HOJNACKI
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•

How you always thought that the phrase "how green was my val
ley then" had a question mark at the end.

•

How the conditional "if" in "if 1 catch 'im" makes it sound like h(
could catch him any minute now.

•

How that conditional "if gets less and less conditional with ever)
fugitive mile you drive.

DANIEL HOJNACKI

Study

We were reviewing genetics. Kenyata said she had her great-aunt's
nose, a snow slope relic of the sharecropper days, when the landown
er raped her great grandmother. She held her tension in between her
eyes, in the beginnings of wrinkles that her father mirrored. Her fin
gers, precise and ladylike, were her favorite feature, a gift from her
mother. She thought she might be a surgeon one day. We were work
ing on pedigrees, and we filled out one for sickle cell in Kenyata's fam
ily—she was a carrier, as was her mother—bubbled the statuses of all
her cousins and siblings. 1 didn't know myself so well. 1 was always told
1 took after my grandfather, but 1 wouldn't know. My only references
to his face are a photo of him in sixth grade, ruddy and round in the
face and smiling with all of his teeth, and his body in the months be
fore we buried him, when he stayed in our home. Then, he was small,
his face not really having features but the sunken hollows of a skull,
and he coughed his way through the same bitter stories about wars
he said we'd all forgotten. He said he'd wasted his best years teaching,
that if he could do it all over again, he'd light his textbooks and smoke
the cigarettes he'd avoided all those years—he was dying of lung can
cer anyway. 1 could have offered all of that to Kenyata in exchange for
her family's genotypes, the silent implications of the colored in square
underneath her brother's name. Instead, 1 asked her if I'd ever told
her that my grandfather was a biology teacher. She let out a laugh.
She said that her grandfather was an alcoholic, and 1 laughed too. Af
ter that, no one said anything for a while. We were absorbed in the
beer and biology, the long paragraphs blurring into each other as the
night went on. The collegiate fluorescents above us flickered in and
out, giving everything a two A.M. dullness, reflecting the least amount
off the glossy textbook pages featuring dangling lobes that mirrored
my own. We sat in front of the textbook together, studying ourselves.

MICHAELA JENKINS
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Learning to Die

My political science professor says
to study philosophy is to learn to die.
Like the good pupil 1 am,
1 experiment with stillness.
I slow my breathing until it stops completely,
my pulse growing softer and fainter,
a clock with a stalled tick.
1 am Captain Hook's crocodile,
a swallower of time.
It tastes metallic, 1 bite down,
then it tastes like blood in the mouth.
(Is this right?
Am 1 doing this right?)
Like an engine, 1 experiment with stopping and starting.
1 move my fingers, one at a time, 1 twitch,
kicking in the coffin,
kicking in the womb.
I practice dying so that when the time comes,
the movement will come natural as ballet
and I'll go into the grass with grace and finesse.
1 will not struggle,
will raise no fanfare, blare no trumpets.
1 will come to rest like the tune of a music box
growing slower and fainter as the lever winds back.
(I am learning not to go out with a bang,
I am learning how to pass gently by)

26

NATALIE KELLER

1 watch smoke unfurl from the end of my friend's cigarette,
hoping it will teach me something about softness
and the art of floating away.
There is so little time, they say.
Don't waste a moment.
1 chew on this piece of time, thoughtfully,
until my jaw locks,
and it has lost all taste.
1 am settling into the shell of myself.
There is time, still, for this.

NATALIE KELLER
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Coal Dust

To understand language, hold a book upside down
and squint until everything stops making sense.
English looks a lot like gibberish when you flip it
and grip it by its legs
or its tail, like a fish you've caught
with your bare hands.
If 1 stare hard enough, until my vision blurs,
words become an un navigable fog.
There, 1 unlearn how to read,
how to pick the stitches out and unravel
words from their meanings to unbraid them from each other like hair
and laugh when they blow in the wind behind me.
Maybe literacy is a layer of skin you can shed
to dance again, light as a shadow,
in the fog where words are nothing
and cannot hurt you.
In the fog, you can't see your hand
when you hold it inches in front of your face.
The mist eats the outline until you can't even recall
what a human hand looks like
and everything becomes a shape
and everything loses its meaning.
But in reality, you can whisper fuck you, fuck you, fuckyou
into a baby's ear and they will smile up at you
as if you had blessed them.

28

NATALIE KELLER

Sometimes 1 think language belongs in the dictionary,
not in my head. Surely it would be nice
to forget these words:
mucus and rape and parasite.
But the language, it clings to my fingers
like coal dust.
And like a miner, 1 go again and again
into that terrible darkness
where it falls upon my face
like a thousand particles of ash,
or a thousand kisses.

NATALIE KELLER
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Forbidden Gaze: Response to a
Photograph of an Eclipse

Every day 1 pass the moon as she dies in my doorway.
Her red tinged face set against a backdrop of white flimsy paper
and neat little words set below her publicly displayed body that indi
cates name and home state.
Every morning she watches me pull myself together to face a new day
with images, words, and small but not small comments
that remind me of what 1 already suspected—
you don't belong here.
I don t want this to be another rant about Mother Earth and sticking
to what 1 know
of rolling desert hills
and the names of things older than what you think the
moon really is
but she knows that I have known her as Tl'ehoonaa'ei, the moon
bearer.
You want something familiar
something ordinary
something "normal"
that tells you the moon is a result of colliding asteroids.
But I think the moon was created by deities older than conceptions
of a singular god.
And the words of my grandmother repeat
don't lose yourself, don't lose, lost, self
You still get to know what you know.
The Earth is a resource! This land was made for you and me!
Except for that one time when those new peo
ple thought they could push those other people west but then couldn't so
they put them on dry and arid plots of land where nothing would grow
and killed some but then felt guilty for it so they let those backwards peo
ple live but under one condition which was their way is the right way
So 1 will keep shouting my story
that the moon is more than a moon and more than a rock
more than printed on flimsy white paper

30

LEMANUEL LOLEY

in a dormitory atop a hill in the midwest.
When you read this, it should mean more stories,
not silence.
Dear Fellow Writer, I saved some space for you
to tell me what the moon really is or really isn't, so fill me in
and maybe then we can understand each other.

LEMANUEL LOLEY
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Through the Mist

32

NATALIE KANE

goat bone
and then there we were
corners cut and fingernails
blood bleeding on
the kitchen floor,
higher than the adirondacks, our
lips stretching and teeth
clicking, eyes burned out
like angels

Oberon
cold covers
soak sweat,
the lamp lefton and
too cold for the door, but
the windows open, in
case the cat comes
home tonight
st patricks day
has been bittersweet
since he left
LOST

tiger cat
bulky, black, brown,
Midsummer King
could be mistaken for
small dog
we miss him very much

JACK MURPHY
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Porch Angels

1 lome alone on a rained in December noon, the dragging gray
rolls over black-topped roadways, concealing
cornfield emptiness and gunmetal earth
1 am my neighbor's neighbor come to collect.
Perhaps nothing. An apology.
Between downcast flag and earthbound porch angel—concrete wings
on a concrete boy, keeping him down: keeping us both down-1knock.
'Who ever heard of flies in December?'

Not anybody.

But their buzzing fills the air. How strange
that his chain slinks into earshot-scraping, dragging-before his bark.
A concrete angel on a concrete porch.
And the dog, veiled by the porch screen, is guiltless,
licking blood and feathers from black lips—1 see in him the bird
left at home, who had died by then, though I couldn't have known it.
Still, but only sometimes, 1 dream the deaths of birds before the dawn
and can do nothing to stop their dying, only able to answer after
all is done and flown from doingIt was just the dog, or maybe the man behind the dog
who never answered, whose silence turned me
hadk|efteh^ry

^

^
^

r°adway'to the bird whose life

leaving me to daydream on a December noon beneath the grim-grey sky,
turning earth to hide the feathers, as 1 push myself into mrnofTw
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Ashes

1 was not
with you, but
in you. Inside
out. Tongue against
membrane.
Meteoric—
explosive bodies, bicycle rust.
We were motion,
going toward nothing—
in the end, following
the feet into chaos.
1 make peace not
with you, but with our helplessness.
Tears dropped into the waterdissolved, nullified.
We sunk into the stillness, too far
down to hold our breath.
The crystalline salt left behind
is awful in its beauty.
It tells a story. It tastes like us.
We are just
a small part. We are
a world apart.
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In Fist-Fulls

No one's hands feel like hands in the dark. They get very dense
and long and alarmingly important. They're still small, or at least
yours were, but when 1 grabbed them and you grabbed back it felt like
your skin was made of distance. 1 could feel the coils of highways in
how taut your tendons were, all of it so fast and so still. We held on
quietly because it was almost an accident. We held on and 1 found out
about all the road trips that were happening across skin and country
and marrow, each one of them finger-tipping off into the chemical
dark of the janitor's closet. Your hands weighed three-quarters of a
pound each in the light. But when we first flicked the switch down
in the sixth grade and stood in that personal sort of blackness, your
hands got very heavy.
We got good at walking up to the second floor of that middle
school in "1 think we passed nowhere fifty miles back" Iowa. We got
good at it even though it was a very small thing to do and had even
less of a thesis than our disjointed English papers. We ignored this,
pressed our palms up against the tininess, and skipped the twentieth
step on our way up. We almost didn't need there to be a second floor.
We could have gotten to where we were going, into the small claspings that felt like necklaces closing around us, even if the stairs had
finger-tipped off into blue air instead of brooms and Windex.
It was about the dark, 1 think. It was about not having to know
things while the closet breathed over us like a lung or a star or a ques
tion mark. It was also about your hands, which were pink in places,
even and especially when the lights were off. 1 am sorry if 1 held on too
hard or gave you the bruises 1 was keeping in my synapses. But 1 can't
un-hold. 1 can't be better fifteen years ago. 1 skip the twentieth step on
my way up today like it's a religion. 1 am not wrong now, even if 1 was
wrong the first time 1 skipped that step like an amen.
1 think, even though it's not true, that light makes you lighter. 1
know that fluorescence lifts the floor up and makes all walking feel
like its uphill. Lamplight weighs about the same as a candle wick
spread over fifteen square miles, those frail strings pulling up on the
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earth and lifting it to fire. 1 think things fall inward in the dark, col
lapsing. I've found the closet by the way, the one on the second floor
that did exist even though it didn't need to. It's unlocked just like the
front door is, even though it's June and there are as many students
here as there are stingrays. PS 1 am not a stingray. 1 am still not pretty
and not tall and have no barbs or wings or gills.
Opening the door feels like breaking a light bulb under my heel.
There is no sound for the shattering, but 1 can still feel glass getting
into my breathing.
1 almost do not open it. 1 almost turn away and leave the place
burning on its filament of memory. But then 1 do, 1 get it open and
the light is off and 1 think about your hands and how far away they are
and how they each probably weigh about a pound now. I decide this is
how 1 want to keep track of time, in your hand weight, a history of the
universe in your hand weight. This is not helpful or practical, and the
time line would loop around and dead end in whorls of fingerprints,
but 1 want it anyway. It would say nothing of wars or presidents or
pollution or hospital bills. 1 don't think it would even really be about
anything at all. And it would not be very real, because time proba
bly weighs more than two pounds, but this is one of those very true
things that does not matter to me at all.
Regardless—you are far away and do not care very much. 1 am
not a stingray. We still have the same fingers we used when we were
scared-happy together. Maybe 1 will put our digits on a timeline and
maybe 1 will go to sleep at noon. The world will end on your left pinky.
It might rain, later today.
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Limbo and Other Party Games

You would break your hips on the hood of a speeding car on the
corner of Birch and 28th Street. The car would be red. The night
would make it look like a dimmed bruise on four wheels, one very
fast bruise looking for a body to swell home in. You would let it in
after it knocked on your vision from a quarter mile away. Stalling on
the crosswalk, you would stand, looking ceramic and stiff with a wild
new thought, your calves italicized in the middle of a step. We did
not hear it happen to you, not from the couch where your boyfriend
and 1 sat waiting, but your nerves would firework open and tell each
other wild stories up and down your legs. Your boyfriend, the It with
his hair dark with rainwater, waited to be kissed. 1, dark with your
boyfriend being here, waited for you to come home and put your lips
onto his like a hinge. A nausea flickered in me when I looked at him
all the way. He kicked off his shoes and set his water-heavy socks onto
the wood floor.
Your heart would shudder 5,467 more times after you let the car
into you. Your boyfriend shuddered longer. The heart monitor at the
hospital would make a little picture of you leaving. 1 wanted to see it.
They didn't let me. 1 wanted to paint it. Your boyfriend yelled at me
for this.
Before we knew about any of it though, while the brown-haired It
and I sat together two cushions away, we'd already begun to work on
your ghost. I made mine with your hair short, like you'd wanted it, and
your elbows skinned and your eyes living somewhere in between blue
and terrifying. He made his into the shape of being kissed, your back
bent, your neck leaning in towards him, sort of the same shape you
made when you let the car in. Ghosts are acts of waiting. Ghosts are
patience and hopefulness and fear all coming together in someone's
right ventricle. Ghosts are neurons. They aren't real but they're real.
We made two for you that evening before we even knew you'd
need one. 111 lay them out here, both long and sweet and, if 1 can
say so, generous with loveliness. 1 think mine is right. 1 think mine
is closer to you than your boyfriend's affection-twisted specter. But
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of course, you get to pick. This is your business after all. 1 would say
hurry; 1 would say take up a little haste and choose so that you can
remember that this happened to you.
I'm sure you've forgotten everything, that you feel fine, unhaunted, and maybe even a little like you should be studying or working
or something. These are all just ways of avoiding it though, ways of
sitting on a cheap, beige couch imprinted with the shimmer of a body
like we did before we heard about your new skirt of a shattered pelvis.
So hurry up and look at it, look at it like you looked at those car lights
when you decided they were new suns to orbit. Pick a ghost, one of
ours. Pick one up and put it on so that you can remember the night,
the car, and the names of your roommate and your insignificant oth
er. We're still waiting, our feet tapping eulogies into the floorboards.
Step out of your haze already and get into one of ours.
Would you prefer your obituary to be in Helvetica or Times New
Roman?
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9 PM in the Morning

1 took the reach out of my arm and set it into the dark, which was
already wet and full and spilling with itself. Sarah told me this was
bullshit, that you can't do that. She said reach isn't a thing you can set
and the dark isn't a thing that takes. Then the dark said 1 know 1 know
1 know, over and under the voice it was using, which was something I
made up. The dark talked again because Sarah and 1 were boring peo
ple who took a long time to think of good things to say. It said 1 know
about the table and the chairs and the place settings and the napkins
and all the things you can t see, all the things you'll run into and ex
actly how you 11 hurt yourself and what colors it's going to happen in.
1 know 1 know 1 know.
The darks thinking is the whole room, the dark is all brain and
it thinks everything it drowns and drowns in. Sarah said Fuck, Scott,
come back. Scott I can t tell where 1 m talking and where you're think
ing, or even see you with the lights off like this. Scott, Scott is that a
gun?
And I said it wasn't. And the black sloshing in the air said that
it agreed, that wasn t a gun. It was black enough that Sarah decided
it wasn t a gun, but not dark enough that she didn't scoot over. She
scooted over. Then she pulled out her own gun on the dark.
"Here's the light, my god, your place is trashed, you're trashed.
Scott, you ve got to clean. You ve got to be clean. I'm going to get you
off this ground. Where's your fucking floor? Is this all socks? You don't
have this many feet, Scott, you don't need this many socks." And there
was her red hair and her nose ring and her eyes green green green like
they are and her face parallel to something sad, because of the socks.
She wasn't sad though, just parallel to it, heading in the same direc
tion, but she was never going to touch it.
"Softly," is what I tell her when she starts to lift me up. 1 don't
think she listens because the air feels jagged and sharp around me, like
1 m standing up in the middle of a geode. Like the world points in. 1
open my mouth again so the light can get at it.
"I know it doesn't point in, but it feels like it does, the problem
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isn't what's happening, it's with what 1 can feel happening." 1 try to
make my voice sound like a real thing from a real part of the world.
"I'm going to look at you with my eyes and pick you up in my
hands and 1 don't know anything, but 1 will do that. Scott, 1 will be
what is happening," is what the light says back; she has, tonight, green
eyes.
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Gathering Mollusks and/or
Gastropods Sur Plage
1 remember remembering
First the way the dark sand was like the beach at Galveston
Except the sand here was pure and unpolluted
Primordial, earthly, and alive
Unlike the petrol byproduct soaked sand at home
A smoking woman who didn't speak English had a tool
Made for the gathering of whatever lived by filter feeding in
this liminality
1 wanted one too because
1 remember remembering
Reading a Wikipedia page on chaos theory
That led me to the page on a snail with a hypodermic venom injector
1 remember not remembering exactly how the two were connected
1 still didn't want us to get stung by an entropic gastropod
while gathering mollusks
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2 AM Pop Quiz

It's usually kids who run into their parent's rooms to escape mon
sters. But tonight I'm sitting on the floor with you, smelling the pee
that's soaking your jeans. You're terrified of something so huge that
it's crushing you and so small it fits in your brain. I'm sitting here and
I'm listening and I'm massaging your back and I'm earning my PhD.
The world offers accidental PhDs in not walking down the wrong
street, in keeping quiet, in acquiring food without money, in knowing
how to speak to police officers. 1 don't have any of these degrees be
cause I've never needed to have them.
Instead, I'm earning this degree because you walk into my bed
room almost everyday, needing Valium and a psychologist. Instead,
you find me. So I do my best to become your valium, to be a psychol
ogist.
I'm not stupid. 1 can't change your neurobiology just by talking to
you and rubbing your back. But 1 keep on talking to you and 1 keep on
rubbing your back.
You symptoms include daily panic attacks, a Match.com account,
a selfinflicted puncture in your left lung, fortyseven voicemails left on
my phone, a refusal to change your clothes even after you've pissed in
them, nails bitten down to the rinds, an inability to take showers be
cause it's impossible for you to be alone for even that long, eightythree
dollars in library fines, the decay of a twentytwo yearold marriage, a
two month long romance with a recovering heroin addict, borrowing
twohundred dollars from your daughter, and not repaying those two
hundred dollars.
As 1 wonder why I'm still sitting here, you give me a pop quiz. It s
the same pop quiz you give me every time.
1) How am I going to make it?
2) How am 1 going to get your father back?
3) 1 am the worst mother to cry in front of you like this.
(This last one isn't technically a question, but still requires an answer)
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I've memorized the answers by now. While 1 rattle them off as
sympathetically as possible, 1 start to come up with my doctoral thesis.
The main idea goes like this: every person has a mental disease
so specific that it can only be described as their personality. You have
a chronic case of Lillian and I have a chronic case of Carol. You are
crazy enough to demand your child's medical attention and I'm crazy
enough to keep on trying to give it.
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The Hunt

I hardly blinked an eye as my dad slid the oven-fresh cinnamon
roll in front of my pudgy little elbows. He may have given me a pat
on the shoulder, but if he did 1 was far too focused on my craft to
notice. It was around Christmas time, and my house was abustle with
the pitter-pat of family mixed with soft tones of holiday music and
green and red decor. The cinnamon roll slowly cooled as I kept my
eyes trained on the pile of birdseed outside, which was strategically
heaped beneath a large, translucent blue bucket that 1 had propped
upon a stick. Fishing line trailed from the support stick into my small,
clammy hands as 1 tensely sat at the head of our dining room table.
That morning when 1 woke up, 1 told myself one thing and one thing
only: Today, I am going to catch a squirrel.
To be frank, that same thought had gotten me out of bed every
day for the past few weeks, ever since my dad first got me hooked on
the art of the squirrel hunt. He taught me how to properly pile the
birdseed, how to choose a stick with a notch in it to better hold up
the bucket, and how to perch in an accommodating location so that
the squirrel hunt could be carried out in maximum comfort. He also
took the time to warn me that he himself had never actually caught
a squirrel, perhaps trying to spare me from getting too hopeful. Yet I
had a feeling that on that day, after weeks of training and unwavering
patience, 1 would finally make him proud.
1 tried not to get too excited as my newest target approached the
pile of birdseed. It was always the same little charade with every squir
rel; they timidly approached the pile, poked around the edges, maybe
stuck half a body into the bucket, and then scampered off without
ever fully plunging into the mountain of seedy squirrel-feast that lay
before them.
This one was different.
My heart pounded as he began his ascent up Mt. Birdseed. Where
other squirrels had stopped, he pressed on, adventurously seeking the
precipice of the seed pile. 1 held my breath for what felt like hours as I
waited for his fluffy little tail to cross the threshold of the bucket lip,
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a demonstration of will power that 1 don't think 1 have ever matched
to this day. Every muscle in my body tightened, and 1 half-stood in my
chair before - FWAP!
All of my previously tense muscles turned into a bunch of loose
and spastic limbs as my screams of triumph reverberated throughout
the house. 1 had finally done it. After days of watching, waiting, and
postponing bathroom breaks, the squirrel was mine.
The squirrel was mine. And the squirrel was pissed.
One of the things 1 never thought about was what 1 would ac
tually do with the squirrel once 1 had captured it, probably because
my dad made it seem like such an impossible feat. Once my family
had gathered at the scene and observed the madly spiraling shadow of
the hissing fur-ball 1 had just detained, it became clear that we would
have to release him. Tension refilled the room after my brief moment
of insurmountable glory, and we all collectively decided that my dad
should be the one to go and free the poor creature from its seedy pris
on.
Though 1 m sure my faded memory embellishes many parts of this
story, 1 do distinctly remember how my father fearfully nudged the
bucket to the ledge of the table, in an attempt to make a hole that the
squirrel could escape from. He kept the bucket at arms length, with
his body in an athletic stance, poised to run at any moment. Once my
dad had mustered a few timid bucket taps, the squirrel was finally able
to make its move.
Projecting itself out of the bucket like it had been shot out of a tiny
rodent cannon, the squirrel immediately turned to charge my family.
We wedged ourselves in the doorframe and made a futile attempt to
back away, screaming and shoving as the furry menace gained on us.
My dad - my poor, poor father - was also trying to make an escape,
helplessly trapped between the blocked doorway and the angry squir
rel that trailed somewhere behind him, out of sight. He tried to fight
his way through the medley of loved ones that blocked the only exit
from this fleeting, temporary Hell, only to feel the sudden sensation
of something hitting the back of his leg.
This was the only time in my entire life that I have ever heard my
dad scream like a little girl. Anyone present would have been forgiven
if they thought that the shriek had erupted from my 7-year-old lungs.
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But nay, in the throes of terror, it was my fearless, brawny father
who let out the shrill cry. It was the kind of pitch that would upset
neighborhood dogs and car alarms, if only a few more decibels were
achieved. Apparently, the stick that 1 had used to prop up the bucket
had somehow found its way to one of my dad's calves amidst the cha
os, causing him to believe that the squirrel was exacting its revenge by
crawling up his leg.
Miraculously, or perhaps scathed off by my father's girlish yelp,
the squirrel diverted from its warpath and disappeared into the sur
rounding brush from whence it came.
At the tender age of seven, 1 had achieved my life's work. 1 had not
only caught the squirrel for myself, but also had the pleasure of wit
nessing my father experience the thrill of the squirrel he never caught.
1 remember on my eighth birthday, I left my second grade class
room early so my dad could take me to Red Robin for a celebration
lunch. As we were wrapping up our meal, he asked me if 1 was excited
about turning eight. I gazed beyond my bottomless steak fries and
sipped my chocolate milkshake (with sprinkles) before answering his
question.
"1 wish 1 could stay seven forever," 1 mused, looking out over the
sparkling waters of Elliot Bay. 1 don't remember how he responded to
this, but whatever it was probably didn't console me as 1 mourned the
end of my 7th year.
Looking back as a jaded 21-year-old, 1 don't think 7-year-old me
was far off the mark. I don't have many concrete memories that 1 can
tie to my seventh year of other than the infamous squirrel hunt, but
1 can only assume it was a year free of worry and full of the kind of
childlike innocence and wonder that never comes back once its lost.
Not to mention, it was my last year of life without homework. And on
top of it all, my most prominent childhood memory, and probably my
greatest achievement to date, took place during that year. 7-year-old
me nailed it. 1 thought it then, and 1 know it now: I peaked when 1 was
seven years old.
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Afternoon Interview Over Sweet
Tea and Lemonade
my mother vowed to uncover the
secret life of Metaphors, and so she
became one: a Martyr in a cherry tree
or a flycatcher flightless with dreams; she
said "it's not fair; you're alive every
moment," and I'm not sure she's right. 1
lost my visions in a different way: a serpent
making love to birch or a crow blinded by
daytime, and no death is real enough, she's
reborn but never born, and every star shines
as bright as her first and brighter than ever,
imprinting on every sense, imprisoned in
springtime: a doe stilled in daydream and
a wildflower lost in bloom, and she's lost, too,
in my eyes, and the eyes of that earth she
chose to leave behind.
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cul-de-sac gossip

ms harriet northwood had
a daughter whose ghost
fell out and
grew to know that the
world begets itself, taking
to the prophecy in the veins
of laconic tea (scenting
the afternoon)—
her numb son begged for
song and poetry, to hide
in plums and hallow the
root to which the moonlight
tastes so sweet (when he
sits on his hands and kills
them with silence)—
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on a day the color of starlings

the day she fades, you will
resolve to speak in the tones
of the most renowned
somnambulist after
striking alliance with the
lucid cockroaches who provide
the kind words of strangers, taking
mentorship from a man—a
tortured cat thrown from
a rich lady's wagon—who
sat forever indulged but
always brightly discontented,
and you will sing to the
mist and the railroads,
summoning their sufferings
within dulcet hunt toward
a sun tired with worry
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Portmanteau

The day it is later revealed 1 am frequently expecting, 1 see him
crossing the street. 1 don't recognize him anymore with his rad cut,
which gives him a radish head.
He, Abner, is an axis of my two long moments. His nerves give
him rote speech or a high compliance. He is snugly fit, warm, with a
revolving countenance. He shouldn't be looked at head-on.
My hug with him, on his toes, on 2nd and Market, has the smell of
salt meat, from the meat stall. And here's a tall feat: he invites me to
see an act at the Trocadero.
He says, "Alone isn't how I'm going."
He says, "Against my better judgment, I want another." He wears
the cherry staff polo and his sizing-me-up jacket and he, well, he is
still an up-and-coming kind of boy and he abstains from some usual
sexual sociopolitics.
Get this: 1 miss it. It has been long enough that 1 cannot be pru
dent. (And 1 have already flushed my gut.)
It makes you sick to think of it, but we cab to the venue.
The act is called Long Chop. They're good to like when you re
snia11. They play my favorite hits. 1 get my money's worth of movement.
You know what it's called when this moment of the story comes.
In the bathroom, Abner's parts are brought out for a time and I
am scrubbing myself across his loins and he runs away after! Up and
away! And 1 am lying, 1 am lying and 1 say, "It's best just to get on with
the dying of it, already."
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Givings Jetty

A backward glance after the dispute, a rush of blood upon its re
ciprocation, a renewal of sentiment at the intersection, a blooming
of violence across the road, a blunt demand for reprisal two blocks
later, a sly departure on the stoop, a falling down up the second-floor
stairwell, a refusal to acknowledge near the door, a drowning-out un
der the oven vent, a misguided aggression into the long-grain rice, a
stooping down onto the tile floor, a plea for advice in the neighboring
flat, a violent brushing before the mirror, a tentative reparation inside
the hope chest, an act of self-love atop the covers, a shy redial beneath
them, a vague contrition through the pillow, a sound of renewed de
feat toward the ceiling.
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The Whale

We came in through the kitchen window. I bought a glass cutter
two years ago when we'd started this whole thing, but 1 made her use
it, because she could cut these perfect disks and 1 always ended up
shattering the glass somehow.
You see, Dakota'd always made us out to be some sort of Robin
Hoods. She was the one who picked the marks, found them through
the alarm company she worked for. So she always chose the whales,
the ones with pockets so deep they'd need to live twice to spend all
their money. Them and their yachts, their summer homes, their fancy
cars, they're the real criminals, she always said.
It was at this point in the rant every time that Brant'd scoff in that
way he did and start playing on his phone. Dakota gave up on him
ages ago but for some reason she still thought 1 was worth converting.
We'd all gathered at my apartment earlier that day, because of
the three of us, I was the only one who lived somewhere with decent
street parking. Also, Dakota was over all the time anyway, eating my
yogurt and trying to get me riled up about capitalism. Like every other
time Dakota arrived before Brant, and she was only halfway through
the door when she told me, "Marc, your place smells like a wet dog's
been rolling itself around in a pile of rotten fish. You've got to open a
window every once in a while." Brant showed up twenty minutes later
with some sort of stuffed potato things. He was in charge of bringing
lunch, because on top of keeping kosher, he also had a gluten allergy
and the last time I'd brought lunch the only thing Brant could eat was
the apples.
Dakota was all pissy—or at least more pissy than usual cause
Brant and 1 were betting on where we'd find the porn. Old men like
that, you knew there'd be magazines somewhere; for some reason,
they refuse to acquaint themselves with the wonders of the internet.
Brant bet on the classic under-the- mattress hiding spot, but 1 said,
"He's living on his own! Who's he got to hide it from?
Dakota was especially pissy though, because wed never tried to
pull a heist this big before. This was going to be the score of scores,
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she told us. Brant and 1, we'd be rich, and as for Dakota, she'd donate
enough so that that free clinic on Wilshire would be set on its feet un
til January at least. She laid out a marked-up floor plan on my kitchen
table and circled the kitchen with a dull number two pencil.
"That's where we're going in," she said.
So that's where we went in.
The plan was, Dakota'd find the safe—rich men always had a
safe—and meanwhile, I'd carry out anything worth anything and load
it up into the back of Brant's van. That's what Dakota kept me around
for: carrying things.
We went through the kitchen to the living room, and I was expect
ing something all stuffy with those old-timey couches—you know the
type, all stiff and uncomfortable, but they just look like money, and
sitting in them makes me feel like I'm twelve feet tall. It was actual
ly a really nice place, though, huge, with white couches I'd actually
fit on and big brown pillows and a TV mounted on the wall that we
were one-hundred percent going to steal. On the mantle below the
TV, there were a couple pictures of the guy and a woman, which was
funny, cause Dakota told us he lived alone. Figure it's his dead wife or
something because of all that jewelry that we found, but I'm getting
ahead of myself.
Downstairs I found two sets of dining silver, six paintings that
looked like they could be worth something, a laptop, and several
bronze figurines of women bathing. Dakota, meanwhile, did not find
the safe.
"Help me check the upstairs," she said.
So we traipsed up to a hallway, where Dakota went right and 1
went left. First 1 checked the bedroom. The bed was made with the
pillows all lined up against the headboard, and the bookshelf was full
of books and souvenirs.1 here was this candle with something French
written on the side, some nesting dolls all lined up in a row, one of
those handheld fans that s all lacy, and this small glass pitcher spat
tered red and blue and green from top to bottom. I wanted to pick
that pitcher up and look at it through the light, but Dakota lectured
us every time not to touch things we re not taking, even if we're wear
ing gloves. The only thing that looked pricey and portable were some
square silver cufflinks, so 1 stuffed them in my pocket. 1 searched the
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closet for the safe but found only blazers and dresses lined up on ei
ther side, so 1 moved on to the study.
1 found it there in seconds, hidden behind one of those bullshit
modern art pieces with the squiggles and the circles. Probably cost as
much as the house—the hell is with rich people, huh?1 figured I'd grab
it after Dakota blew the safe. 1 called for her, but she didn't respond, so
1 left the room and started poking around.
She was in the guest room, and he was too, the man who lived
there. 1 don't know his name. Dakota does, because she's the one who
chose him as our mark. 1 just knew him as some rich guy who could
afford an indoor swimming pool.
Anyway, we found him there, hanging by his own belt from the
ceiling fan. Who knew it could hold that much weight? Not like he
was a skinny man. His neck wasn't broken so he must've gone out the
hard way, the slow way. He was there with his face all purple, slumped
down as far as he could go: his face down, his shoulders down, his feet
bare and pointing down.
Dakota was right by his side peering up at him, so that it looked
like they were looking right at each other.
"1 found the safe," I said, but she didn't say anything, so 1 grabbed
her backpack and went back to the study. When you're on a job, you re
on a job after all.
Thing is, I'd never done it before, but I'd seen her do it a dozen
times. 1 folded the plastic wrap and mashed the soap into a funnel.
Then I attached the blasting caps and the battery and the wires. 1
couldn't remember exactly how much nitroglycerin to pour in, but
Dakota never put in much, so 1 poured in a dollop. Don't ask me how
much a dollop is. I've always been bad at measuring things. 1 stretched
the wires all the way outside the room, just in case, braced myself, and
connected the ends.
There was a bang, and my ears were ringing. 1 ran into the room to
find the curtains on fire. I tore them down and stamped them out, and
then realized the ringing wasn't from my ears, it was from an alarm.
He must've had a different system on the safe, or else Dakota just
missed it. In the vault was that heap of jewelry I mentioned earlier.
Pearl necklaces and gold earrings and all that. 1 here were also docu
ments charred along the edge. 1 scooped the jewelry up and cursed as
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1 dumped it in my backpack. Even through my gloves the metal was
scalding. 1 left the papers and ran back to Dakota.
The guest room is a funny place to kill yourself, now that 1 think
about it.
"Help me get him down," she told me when 1 ran in.
Now, you have to understand that there was this awful ringing
noise and it makes it really hard to think, so 1 shouted at Dakota,
"Leave the bastard. We need to go."
She was already standing on the bed though. The covers were all
twisted up like whoever slept there was a restless sleeper. Dakota tried
to unhook the belt from the ceiling fan, but her fingers were too fumbly, and the belt was taut with his weight. 1 figured if we could get
him down, Dakota would leave, so I climbed on the bed, pulled out
my switchblade, and sawed the belt in two. The man fell to the carpet
with a thud, and he was all scrunched up, with a leg out and a leg in
and a head down, and he didn't really look like a person.
She told me to help put him on the bed, and 1 said, "Hell no, I'm
not touching him," but Dakota had already grabbed his legs, so 1 said,
"Only if you promise to leave right after." 1 heaved him up from the
armpits, and he was all stiff and soft at the same time, and it took us
two tries to swing him onto the bed, but I did it anyway, because that's
what I'm here for: carrying things.
"Can we go now?" 1 asked.
But that s when she found his suicide note, folded neatly on the
bedside table. She opened it and flattened it and started to read it,
alarms screeching all the while. The man just had to write something
like a ten-page essay too. 1 bounced a little on my toes, and she wasn't
even on the second page yet.
"Skim it," 1 said.
She looked at me for the first time since we'd climbed the stairs. At
first, I thought she was about to give me a shiner, or at least cuss me
out, but she wasn t angry. She just looked at me with confusion and
asked, "Skim it?" like she wasn't sure what "skim" meant.
1 said, Yeah, and she said, "No," and 1 considered just throw
ing her over my shoulder and getting the hell out. I could've. Dakota
doesn't weigh much, but it's not like Dakota's my responsibility. Her
business if she wanted to wait around like a gift for the cops, with a
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big red bow on top. So, I left.
That didn't do me any good, obviously. 1 went out the back to find
Brant had taken off with the van already, and everything was all red
and blue out front. The police sirens plus the house alarms made a
downright awful sound, and they caught me trying to scale the fence
in the back. 1 figure they found Dakota still up in that room, probably
still reading that goddamn novel of a note.
When they threw the two of us in the back of the cop car, 1 tried
to talk to her. 1 said, "1 guess you were right, huh? Their money wasn't
doing any of them any good, just making them feel guilty from steal
ing from the poor and all that."
She didn't agree or say anything at all.
That's all 1 know, really. Never did learn anything more about the
dead man. Still don't even know his name.
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HORNS. (Creatures Invading the
Hill
how did there get to be so many of you
just yesterday there were but a dozen of you
tiny, yellow, eyeless,
slimy trollops limping along bowls of bug oatmeal
today there are a hundred of you
alarmingly green to burn my retinas
adventurous enough to drive me into myocardial infarction.
I've unleashed a bug army
you colonize my incubator like it was you native spawning ground
reimagined pink tobacco blooms as glass saucers and wire racks
1 can t control all of you, I've not the energy or necessary supplies
you overrun my hands with your many steatopygic limbs.
you the many green, the fattest of all worms
devouring the succulence of my soul
stabbing my heart with those chitinous horns.
I love you, small-speckled creatures
even as you escape my lab, invaders of the hill.
oblivious to the hum of human life
impervious to the bustle of life in the lab.
I adore you, diminutive caterpillar,
for your only imperative is to feast and feast and feast
til the horsemen ride and call forth the lonely age
where the only ones who remain are you,
and us.
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Benevento

Aside from a children's storybook Bible understanding of God,
1 grew up mostly unaware of religion. To me, God was simply the
man with the long, drab hair and the long, reaching arms backlit by
a blinding sun, the star in this collection of stories that always bored
me after Adam and Eve were kicked out of Eden. My realization that
God wasn't the man in the sun came much later than it did for other
kids my age who attended Sunday school every week. After that, the
question of His existence would occasionally and vaguely surface in
my thoughts, only to be brushed off as incoherent buzzing. 1 accepted
God as a question just as 1 accepted that the question what-do-youwant-to-be-when-you-grow-up has no fixed answer.
As a ten-year-old, 1 had vivid nightmares that made me afraid of
sleeping. Around the same time, my God-fearing and far away grand
mother mailed me an animatronic teddy bear dressed in pajamas.
This bear's hands were sewn together and pinching them activated
a secret button that prompted him to recite: Now I lay me down to
sleep, I pray the Lord my soul to keep... Though initially enthralled by
the catchy rhyme, after many listens 1 decided that the meaning of
this prayer was to bargain with God to get what you want. Trade your
soul and he'll give you what you ask for. Desperate for anything that
would appease my nightmares, I started begging God every night to
keep away the bad thoughts. 1 came to believe that the more times 1
said please the more he would listen to me.
1 started seriously questioning what it was that 1 truly believed
ten years later, while studying Classics in Italy for four months. There,
1 visited countless churches that 1 could only appreciate for their aes
thetic value. Self-conscious of my ignorance, these visits stirred deep
doubts about my default, half-hearted atheism. The question of God
settled on me in a fresh, more immediate light. Then, during one visit,
the light ceased to be blinding. In the forgettable church of Santa So
fia in Benevento, an answer came to me instead of a question.
It was a simple thought: God exists, but I dont believe in him.
After seeing so many people, some of whom were very important to
EMILY STEGNER
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me, devote part of their lives to this unseen something it was hard for
me to deny that God was real. With this thought, though, 1 was able to
accept the simple fact that I just didn't believe, no matter how much
1 may have wanted to.
Even now it feels like an elegant and profound solution. But this
is because, for me, it is a deep, personal truth. My thought allowed me
to do something 1 never before had been able to accomplish sincere
ly—pray.
Two days into my second semester of college, when 1 was eigh
teen, I got a phone call from my dad telling me his mother had died
that morning. Since 1 had moved to Ohio for school, she had been
closer to me than home. Stunned, though unsurprised, 1 wandered
aimlessly from the comfort of my dorm room. I paced around cam
pus until the unforgiving January air shepherded me into the church
that stood in the center of campus. The doors were, of course, open. 1
tucked myself inside and laid down on one of the many empty bench
es. Only then 1 started to cry for my grandmother. 1 also threatened
God. She loved you so much. You'd better take care of her. You'd better.
I once thought that this was, while not a prayer, at least some
form of honest, heartfelt communication with God, or whomever—
whatever—else. But that day in Santa Sofia 1 settled myself on one of
the benches, knitted my hands together, and bowed my head. 1 felt the
swell from the bottom of my heart that was what I'd always imagined
religion felt like. This time, though, 1 wasn't looking for God—1 was
listening for my Grandma.
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Exodus

1 got up to leave,
terrified of the way your heart was
dimming in the lantern it had been placed in.
But as 1 touched the door,
the lantern in you flickered and
Stay was born,
A baby slender enough to
crawl from the gaps of your teeth. And
in her first breath, 1 discovered a
miraculously infinite and tenuous
intake of the world.
1 cradled Stay.
And because she saw the world was good,
And we could not lie to her,
We rewrote the Old Testament for her.
The Israelites journeyed back into the desert, as we
spared a sacrificial lamb, and returned the bitten
apple to its tree.
And because her world was still too fragile,
And we could not bear to lie to her,
We awoke slightly more within ourselves.
We were born once again of this world and not quite of this
world.

We took turns scrawling new names on each other s spines
so that
1 could not see my name, and you could not see yours.
ZOE TATARSKY
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Smokey Mountain River
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